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Alternative investment avenue
Equity linked investment schemes are here to stay

of only three years vis-a-vis other
instruments, and systematic investment
on a monthly basis can also be
lmost coinciding with the under Section 80C, thus being known
onslaught of the global reces- as an exempt-exempt-exempt pol- done on a regular basis," adds Deven
sion, and due to various other icy. The prospect in today's market is Choksey, MD, KR Choksey.
ugh EUS B mme mphgticall;
reasons such as a dismal growth rate good as the Indian capital market is
ised gs a tax savingiristrurnen
and a gloomy investment environ- expected to remain buoyant for the
ment back home, retail participation next few years. ELss is probably the by the mutual funds, there are reain the stock market has declined drasti- best option this year for tax savings sons why one should opt for them
cally over the last few years. This could purposes. The buoyant equity mar- as a good investment choice for an
possibly be the reason that prompted ket will help the investor reap excel- average investor who wants to have
the government to bring out such lent returns over a period of time an equity investment portfolio.
attractiveschemes as the equity linked through ELSS,"says Sudip Bandyo- "Most of the investors who want to
invest in the stock market find themsaving schemes (ELSS), through which padhyay, MD & CEO, Destimoney.
small investors can invest in the mar
Among other immediate alterna- selves in a state of confusion regardket and earn tax free returns while tives viz, PPF and NSs, EUs emerges as ing what scrips to buy and when to
being able to use it as a tool for saving the best choice for an investor who sell them so as to maximise their
tax up to 71.5 lakh under Section 80C has a good appetite for risk taking as returns. Often they lack confidence
of the Income Tax Act.
the ELSS has outperformed both with as they may not possess in-depth
a massive 27.34 per cent returns on an knowledge about the movement of
Baskally, ELLSS is an
mutual fund scheme'in which th@ average in the past three years com- stock prices based on fundamental
investment is mainly in .equity. "Up pared to 8.70 per cent on PPF com- or technical analysis and particue prices d individual s$ock,
to 35 per cent of the fund can be pounded annually and 8.5-8.8 per
is Dangi.
invested in non-equity investments cent on Nss compounded half yearly.
such as debt instruments in order to "Not only are the returns high but
"Practically, ELSS enjoys all the
provide more balance to the fund. they have the shortest lock-in period benefits that an institution like
However, the majority of the alloca- of three years compared to 15 years in mutual funds can offer to its clients.
tion is in equity and therefore it is PPF (even partial withdrawal is possi- The mutual funds can help small
highly volatile in nature and returns ble after only six years) and six years investors to invest in select units
are dependent on market perfor- for NSS. While dividend income is tax handpicked by them based on proper
mance. As a result, the price of the free, the investor can invest up to any research and thorough due diligence
units keeps fluctuating in tune with amount even though he is entitled of the stock of any company under
the ups and downs of the equity mar- for deductions upto P1,50,000 under a given set of industry and macro
ket. Fund managers usually resort to Section 80C," explains V.V.L.N. Sas- conditions with a fair degree of forea diversification of funds in equities try, MD, Firstcall Equity.
- - "A lock-in sight about likely movements in the
across sectors, which can reduce the
risk to some extent. Further, it is an
k i s t ' parfwmtng ELS
open-ended fund and thus can be
subscribed to at any point of time.
The Funds have their net asset value
(NAV)which changes according to
the market scenario. The investor
5.2
uses the NAV for the purchase or sale
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The most important point for
investment under ELSS is that being
equity-related instruments these are
termed equity funds. "The advantage
is that when investors invest in ELSS,
it is tax free, as they get deduction
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